Multi-use modular barricade systems
for improved functionality.

BARRICADES

SAFETY BARRIERS

US Reflector’s Modular portable barricade and signalization system is designed
to replace traditional metal safety fences by providing users with a lightweight,
stackable, easily deployable safety enhancement system.
Multi-task barricades are built rugged, strong and are capable of bending under
impact and recovering without repairs. Removable, telescopic feet allow easy
height adjustment and storage, even difficult unlevel terrain.
Portable barricades’ advanced safety features eliminate painting, rust,
corrosion and conductivity. Manufactured from polypropylene provides a high
quality finish that is smooth and pleasant to the touch. This avoids any possible
aggression to passing pedestrians and vehicles, even when subjected to
possible impact. Designed for emergency response and events.

MODULAR BARRICADE

PEDESTRIAN EVENT CONTROL

Size: height: 39.5” length 41”

Ergonomic design facilitates transport,
preventing back and arm injuries.
The absence of rusts allows the
barricade to be handled without gloves.
They have a reduced unit weight of only
20 lbs, and our specifically designed
without sharp and protruding edges,
thereby eliminating the possibility of
cuts or abrasions from rust or welding
residues. Plastic structure eliminates
electrical currents.

Polypropylene modular barricades are maintenance free with an estimated
life six (6) times greater than metallic fences.
Barriers are fully functional, with
or without feet, for personalized
safety applications.
Long double sided stem allows
quick height adjustment for
street to curb applications.

FEATURES:
High impact resistant
Lightweight, 20 lbs
Recycled material
Stackable
Pivotal telescopic removable feet
Ease of assembly
Cost effective and affordable
Reflective Center for specialized markings
Non conductive, non corrosive
Maintenance Free

Built for high wind resistance, barricade
has 99 inches of reflective surface for
specialized markings. Built with
attachment holes for either a full face
panel or individual sign attachments.

In case of impact, barriers will not
snap, creating flying debris eliminating hazardous conditions for
pedestrians and vehicles.
Noiseless transport and handeling.

Description
Barricade
T-Foot

Orange
0380-O

White
0380-W
0380-FT

Blue
0380-B

PRICE
$ 85.00
$ 20.00

Each barrier is delivered complete with two (2) T-Style supports
Prices reflect single units only, please contact your sales representative for quantity pricing
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